Effects on Neurons and Hippocampal Slices by Single and Multiple Primary Blast Pressure Waves From Detonating Spherical Cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine (RDX) Explosive Charges.
Threshold shock-impulse levels required to induce cellular injury and cumulative effects upon single and/or multiple exposures are not well characterized. Currently, there are few in vitro experimental models with blast pressure waves generated by using real explosives in the laboratory for investigating the effects of primary blast-induced traumatic brain injury. An in vitro indoor experimental platform is developed using real military explosive charges to accurately represent battlefield blast exposure and to probe the effects of primary explosive blast on dissociated neurons and tissue slices. Preliminary results indicate that physical insults altered membrane permeability, impacted cellular viability, created axonal beadings, and led to synaptic protein loss in hippocampal slice cultures. Injuries from blast under the conditions that were examined did not appear to cause immediate or sustained damage to the cells. Three consecutive primary blasts failed to disrupt the overall cellular integrity in the hippocampal slice cultures and produced a unique type of pathology comprised with distinct reduction in synaptic proteins before cellular deterioration set in. These observed changes might add to the challenges in regard to enhancing our understanding of the complex biochemical and molecular mechanisms caused by primary blast-induced injury.